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PROJECT COMPLETION REPORT (PCR) 
A. PROJECT DATA AND KEY DATES 
I.   BASIC INFORMATION 
Project Number:  
P-RW-IAZ-001 

Project Name:  
  Education III Project 

Country:  
Republic of RWANDA 

ID Number of all Lending Instrument(s):  
Loan Agreement No. 2100150000806 of 18/01/1999  

Sector:  
Education 

Environmental Classification:
III 

Original Commitment:  
UA 20,780,000 

Amount Cancelled: 
UA 2,301,731.971 

Amount 
Disbursed: 
UA 18,478,268.03 

Percentage Disbursed: 
88.92% 

Borrower:  
Government of the Republic of Rwanda 
Executing Agency: 
Project Implementation Unit (PIU) Ministry of National Education, Design and Planning Directorate 
Co-financiers and other External Partners: 
NA 
II. KEY DATES 

Project Concept Note Approved by Ops 
Com.: NA 

Appraisal Report 
Cleared by Ops.  
Com.: NA 

Board Approval: 2 DECEMBER 1998 

Restructuring(s): SO 

 Original Date Actual Date 
Difference in Months  
[Actual date-Original 
date] 

EFFECTIVENESS December 1998 20 July 2000 19  
MID-TERM REVIEW June 2001 July 2004 38  
CLOSING 31 December 2003 30 April 2009 64  

 
III.  RATINGS SUMMARY 
CRITERIA SUB-CRITERIA RATING 

Achievement of Outputs 3 
Achievement of Outcomes 3 
Timeliness 1 PROJECT OUTCOME 

OVERALL PROJECT OUTPUT 2 
Design and Readiness  3 
Supervision 3 BANK PERFORMANCE 
OVERALL BANK PERFORMANCE 3 
Design and Readiness 3 
Implementation 3 BORROWER 

PERFORMANCE  
OVERALL BORROWER PERFORMANCE 3 

IV. RESPONSIBLE BANK STAFF 
POSITIONS AT APPROVAL AT COMPLETION 
Regional Director  SO Mrs D. GAYE 
Sector Director Mr L.B.S. CHAKROUN Mr M. T. HURLEY 
Sector Division Manager Mr R. WANJI NGAH Mr B. SAVADOGO 
Project Manager Mr P.K. DOUGNA Mr C. M. GUEDEGBE 
PCR Team Leader  Mr C. M. GUEDEGBE 

PCR Team Members  Mr I. BOUKARI; Architect, 
Consultant. 

                                                 
1 After deduction at FFCO of outstanding payments of EUR 133,246.77 
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PROJECT COMPLETION REPORT (PCR) 

B.  PROGRAMME CONTEXT  
Summarize the rationale of the Bank assistance. State: 
- the development challenge the project seeks to address, 
- the Borrower’s overall strategy for addressing this challenge, 
- the Bank’s activities and performance in this/these country(ies) and sector during the last year, and 
- ongoing activities financed by the Bank and other external sources that complete, duplicate or relate to this project. 
Please, cite relevant sources. Comment on the strength and coherence of this rationale. 
[At most 300 words. Any additional narrative on the programme’s origin, if needed, must be placed in Annex 6 entitled: Programme 
Description] 
 
The main challenges confronting the country and which this project seeks to address are the lack of skills 
exacerbated by the 1994 genocide and the very limited intake capacity of primary schools. In a context of national 
reconstruction, the authorities adopted a strategy aimed at reconstituting the stock of human resources destroyed by 
the war. Thus, with the support of development partners, the Government carried out an overall sector study and a 
pre-investment study in technical education. The Project is a major contribution to the implementation of the 
Education Sector Strategic Plan (ESSP 2006-2010) that prioritizes Basic Education over 9 years in which a major 
constraint is the insufficiency of classrooms. The Bank finances ESSP via a sectoral budget support to be disbursed 
in four tranches between 2007 and 2010. The Bank approved a Project in 2008 aimed at consolidating the gains of 
the Education III Project in terms of training in scientific and technological skills at the higher level. With regard to 
infrastructure (construction and equipping of primary schools and DPDs) and the procurement of school textbooks, 
the Project took into account the activities of other partners (World Bank, Belgian Cooperation) and operations 
undertaken within the framework of sectoral budget support in carrying out complementary actions in order to 
avoid duplications.  
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PROJECT COMPLETION REPORT (PCR) 
C.   PROJECT OBJECTIVE AND LOGICAL FRAMEWORK 
1. State the Project’s Development Objective(s) (as set out in the appraisal report) 
 
The Project’s sectoral objective is to improve the quality of human resources. It has three specific objectives, 
namely to: (i) Build the institutional capacities of the MINEDUC central services and regional education structures; 
(ii) Broaden access to primary education by building and extending classrooms and improve teaching quality 
thanks to the training of teachers and the supply of teaching equipment, and (iii) Put in place initial and ongoing 
training of intermediate and higher technicians in industrial specialties. 
2. Describe the main Project components and state how each contributes to achieving the Project Objectives 
 
Component 1: INSTITUTIONAL STRENGTHENING OF MINEDUC  
This Component covers: the training of senior staff of MINEDUC (central and regional services) in and out of the 
country and the supply of ancillary equipment (reproduction and communication equipment) to ease the work of 
technical directorates such as planning, primary education and teacher training.   
 
Component 2 : CAPACITY-BUILDING OF PRIMARY EDUCATION 
This Component aims to construct and equip over 1,000 classrooms at the primary level, most of which on the 
former school sites were built with make-shift materials; build and equip 4 sub-divisional inspectorates as well as 
design and implement an ongoing training programme (equipping of pedagogic training centres; training of tutors 
to ensure the pedagogic supervision of teachers in schools).  
 
Component 3: STRENGTHENING OF TECHNICAL AND VOCATIONAL TRAINING IN RWANDA  
This Component previews a study helping to determine training benchmarks for higher technical and vocational 
training, the construction and equipment (supply of works, scientific and computer equipment) of a block of 
science and technology laboratories and classrooms at the Kigali Institute of Science and Technology (KIST), as 
well as support to the Institute to enable it design and implement a training programme for technical school 
teachers. 

3. Provide a brief assessment (up to two sentences) of the programme objectives along the following three dimensions. 
Insert a working score, using the scoring scale provided in Appendix 1. 

PROGRAMME OBJECTIVES 
DIMENSIONS ASSESSMENT WORKING 

SCORE 

RELEVANT 
a) Relevant to the 
country’s development 
priorities. 

The Project objectives are relevant to the national 
reconstruction strategy as far as the development of 
human resources is concerned 

4 

ACHIEVABLE 

b) Objectives could in 
principle be achieved with 
the programme inputs and 
in the expected 
timeframe. 

The overall objective of building the capacities of human 
resources can be achieved through the putting in place of 
quality primary and technical education institutions. 
However, deadlines seem to be under-estimated. 

3 

c) Consistent with the 
Bank’s country or 
regional strategy. 

The project is consistent with national priorities in a 
period when the country is still confronted by the 
consequences of war. 

4 

COHERENT 
d) Consistent with the 
Bank’s overall priorities.  

The project is consistent with Bank’s education sector 
policy.  4 
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4. Lay out the programme logical framework. In the absence of a logical framework, fill the table below, indicating the overall 
project objective, the main project components, the main activities of each component and the expected outcomes and outputs 
as well as indicators for measuring progress. Add additional rows if needed 

COMPONENTS ACTIVITIES OUTPUTS OUTCOMES INDICATORS TO 
BE MEASURED 

Train the senior staff of 
MINEDUC and  
Inspectorates 

200 senior staff are 
trained in the 
country and 3 
abroad 

Planning and management 
are strengthened in  
MINEDUC 

Number of senior 
staff trained 

Policy Area 1 :   
Institutional Strengthening 
of MINEDUC 

Procure reproduction 
and communication 
equipment 

Planned equipment 
procured and 
distributed 

Planning and management 
are strengthened in 
MINEDUC 

Type and number of 
equipment procured 

Construct and equip 
classrooms in primary 
education 

Over 1,000 
classrooms built 
with latrines and 
water reserves 

Increase in intake capacity 
in primary education 

Number of classes 
built 

Construct and equip 
pedagogic  
inspectorates 

5 inspectorates built 
and equipped 

Planning and management 
are improved at the 
regional level. 

Number of 
inspectorates built 

Train tutors for the 
ongoing training 
teachers 

60 tutors trained 
and equipped 

Internal efficiency 
improved at the primary 
level. 

Number of tutors 
trained 

Policy Area 2:  
Increase intake capacity and 
strengthen the effectiveness 
of primary education 

Procure and distribute 
books to schools and 
inspectorates 

180,000 books 
procured and  
distributed 

Internal efficiency 
improved at the primary 
level 

Number of books 
procured and 
distributed 

Study on the 
curriculum benchmarks 
of KIST 

Training and 
benchmark needs 
identified for KIST 

Better institutional context 
for the training of 
technicians 

Plan stratégique du 
KIST intégrant les 
résultats de l'étude 

Construct and equip 
labs and workshops for  
KIST 

34 rooms and labs 
constructed and 
equipped 

Technical and scientific 
training strengthened in  
Rwanda 

Number of labs built 
and equipped 

Policy Area 3 :  
Strengthen technical and 
vocational training in 
Rwanda 

Ongoing training of 
technical education 
teachers 

Programme 
designed and 
implemented: 80 
teachers trained 

Technical and vocational 
training strengthened at the 
secondary level 

Number of teachers 
trained 

 
5. For each of the logical framework’s dimension, provide a brief assessment (up to two sentences) of the extent to 
which the log. frame helped in achieving the above-mentioned objectives. Insert a working score using the scoring 
scale provided in Appendix 1. If no log. frame exists, score this section 1 (one).  

PROGRAMME LOGICAL FRAMEWORK DIMENSIONS ASSESSMENT WORKING 
SCORE 

LOGICAL 
a) Present a logical causal chain for 
achieving the Project development 
objectives. 

Activities, outputs and outcomes are linked by 
a logical causal chain for achieving the 
Project’s development objective. 

4 

MEASURABLE b) Express objectives and outputs in a 
way that is measurable and quantifiable. 

The logical framework gives indicators for 
measuring and quantifying objectives and 
outputs. 4 

THOROUGH c) State the risks and key assumptions. 
The assumptions and risks were adequately 
identified at the time of design and mitigative 
measures proposed.  

3 
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PROJECT COMPLETION REPORT (PCR) 

D.  OUTPUTS AND OUTCOMES 
I.  ACHIEVEMENT OF OUTPUTS 
In the table below, assess the achievement of actual VS expected outputs for each main activity. Import the expected outcomes 
from the logical framework in Section C. Score the extent to which expected outcomes were achieved. Calculate the weighted 
score roughly in proportion to the cost of project activities. The overall score will be auto-calculated as the average of the 
weighted scores. Override the auto-calculated score, if desired, and provide justification. 

MAIN ACTIVITIES 

Expected Outputs Actual Outputs 

Working 
Score 

Proportion of Project 
Costs in Percentage 

 (as stated in the 
appraisal report) 

Weighted 
Score (auto-
generated) 

1,000 classrooms built 

972 classrooms were built. The 
architecture programme was scaled down 
to take into account inflation on the cost 
of building materials 

3 58 1.74 

4 regional inspectorates 
built and “equipped” 

5 regional education inspectorates were 
built and equipped 4 5 0.2 

180,000 books and 
textbooks procured and 
supplied 

Books were procured and delivered 4 1.5 0.06 

Training and benchmark 
needs identified for 
KIST 

Study completed and outputs taken into 
account in the design of the strategic plan 
of KIST 

4 1 0.04 

17 laboratories and 
rooms constructed and 
equipped in KIST 

34 laboratories built and equipped and 
information holdings procured and 
delivered to the KIST central library. 

4 20 0.8 

OVERALL OUTPUT SCORE [Score is calculated as an average of weighted scores] 3 

 X Check here to override auto-calculated score 
Provide justification for overriding the auto-calculated score   
 

Insert the new score or re-enter the auto-calculated score 3 

II.   ACHIEVEMENT OF OUTCOMES 
1.  Using available monitoring data, assess the achievement of expected outcomes. Import the expected outcomes from the 
logical framework in Section C. Score the extent to which the outcomes were achieved. The overall outcomes score will be 
auto-calculated as an average of the working scores. Override the auto-calculated score, if desired, and provide justification.  

OUTCOMES 

Expected Actual 

Working 
Score 

Education planning and 
management are strengthened 
at the central and regional 
level 

The long-duration training of senior staff, supply of equipment to MINEDUC 
and, construction and equipment of regional inspectorates made it possible to 
strengthen the planning and programming functions.  3 

Intake capacity increased at 
primary level 

Classes built made it possible to offer nearly 50,000 seated places in permanent 
and durable buildings, with improved conditions of hygiene (latrines and water 
reserves)  

3 

The institutional context for KIST now has modern laboratories for various streams which has improved 4 
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training of higher technicians 
and engineers  

training quality. The outcomes of the study were taken into account in the design 
of the KIST strategic plan aimed at matching training to the country’s needs 

Technical and vocational 
training strengthened at the 
secondary level 

KIST designed and implemented a refresher programme for technical secondary 
school teachers. Thus, 76 teachers complete their 4-year training in October. 4 

OVERALL OUTCOME SCORE 
[Score is calculated as an average of the working scores] 4 

  X Check here to override calculated score 
  

Provide justification for overriding the auto-calculated score 
 The project fell far behind schedule in its implementation and some activities were cancelled 

Insert the new score or re-enter the auto-calculated score 3 
 
2.  Other Outcomes: Comment on additional outputs not planned in the logical framework and which concern 
mainly cross-cutting issues (gender, for example).  
The project improved the framework of instruction and education at the primary level by putting in place modern schools 
equipped with latrines and water reserves to promote hygiene and health of pupils. Separate latrines for girls will help 
encourage the participation of girls. 
3.  Risks to sustained achievement of outcomes. State factors that affect or could affect the long-run or sustained 
achievement of project outcomes. State any new activity or institutional change that could be recommended to 
ensure the sustained achievement of outcomes. The analysis should be inspired by the sensitivity analysis in Annex 
3, if relevant. 
The insufficient appropriations allocated for the maintenance of infrastructure constructed (buildings and equipment) may 
cause the rapid depreciation of the latter. To ensure the sustained achievement of project outcomes, the beneficiaries need 
to be sensitized on the proper use and maintenance of the infrastructure and equipment. In the context of decentralization 
of the public administration and empowerment of the decentralized structures of national education, these tasks now revert 
to the districts and sectors that receive resources for that purpose. KIST must allocate a substantial budget for the 
maintenance of laboratories.  
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PROJECT COMPLETION REPORT (PCR) 

E.  PROJECT DESIGN AND READINESS FOR IMPLEMENTATION 
1. State the extent to which the Bank and the Borrower ensured the programme was commensurate with the Borrower's 
capacity to implement by designing it appropriately and by putting in place the necessary implementation arrangements. 
Consider all major design aspects, such as: the extent to which lessons learnt from previous reforms support operations in 
the country were taken into account (please, cite key PCRs); the extent to which the programme was informed of robust 
analytical work (please cite key documents); how well Bank and Borrower assessed the capacities of the implementing 
agencies and the project implementation unit; extent of consultations and partnerships, economic justification of the 
project and provisions made for technical assistance activities.   
 
[250 words maximum. Any additional narrative about implementation should be included at Annex 6 entitled: Programme 
Narrative]  
The project design took into account experience garnered from the implementation of previous projects. The 
emergency project for the rehabilitation of secondary education and the ISAE of Busogo and the Gitarama technical 
and vocational strengthening project II (ETO) provided very useful insights mostly into procuring specialized 
equipment and establishing technical assistance in the Executing Agency. The design was based on an analysis of the 
country’s economic and professional situation in order to define guidelines for technical training. Account was also 
taken of ongoing activities and those planned by the other development partners in selecting the intervention zones for 
primary education. 
2.  For each dimension of programme design and readiness for implementation, provide a brief assessment (up to two 
sentences). Insert a working score, using the scoring scale provided in Appendix 1.   

PROGRAMME DESIGN AND READINESS FOR 
IMPLEMENTATION DIMENSIONS  ASSESSMENT Working Score 

REALISM 

a) Due to its complexity, the 
programme is underpinned 
by an analysis of the 
country’s capacity and 
political commitment.  

The project is not complex in its 
design. However, contextual 
changes during implementation 
affected its implementation. 

3 

RISK ASSESSMENT 
AND MITIGATION 

b) Programme design 
includes adequate risk 
analysis and mitigation. 

It includes risks that were obvious 
at the time of design. However, 
mitigative measures in a “post-
conflict” context were not 
adequately examined. 

2 

USE OF COUNTRY 
SYSTEMS 

c)  Financial management, 
procurement, monitoring and 
other systems are based on 
those used already by the 
Government and/or other 
partners 

Bank procedures were used for 
procurements and the country 
system used for bids appraisal and 
the grant of contracts.  

3 

Working Scores 
For the following dimensions, provide separate working scores for Bank performance and 
Borrower performance:  

Bank Borrower 

CLARITY 
d) Responsibilities for 
programme implementation 
were clearly defined.  

Responsibilities were clear on the 
side of the Bank and other actors 4 4 

PROCUREMENT 
PREPARATION 

e) Documents required for 
implementation (documents 
on project specifications, 
design, procurements, etc.) 
are ready at the time of 
appraisal. 

The project implementation, 
procurement and disbursement 
arrangements are those featuring in 
the appraisal report and the loan 
agreement. However, it was 
necessary to prepare all 
procurement documents at start-off 
and during implementation. 

2 2 
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MONITOING 
READINESS 

f) Monitoring indicators and 
monitoring plan are adopted 

Indicators for monitoring project 
implementation were clearly 
defined and monitored during 
missions 

3 3 

BASELINE DATA h) Data collection is 
completed or ongoing 

Some general baseline data was 
available at project appraisal. The 
study on training needs and the role 
of KIST at project start-up made it 
possible to obtain data on technical 
and vocational training. Data is now 
available following several studies 
conducted as part of other 
interventions and thanks to the 
Information System for Education 
Management put in place by 
MINEDUC. 

3 3 
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PROJECT COMPLETION REPORT (PCR) 

F.   IMPLEMENTATION 

1. State the major characteristics of programme implementation with reference to: timeliness, quality of 
constructions and other works, performance of consultants, effectiveness of Bank supervision, effectiveness of 
Borrower oversight. Determine the extent to which the Bank and Borrower ensured compliance with safeguard 
measures. 
[300 words maximum. [Any additional narrative about implementation should be included at Annex 6: Programme 
Description]. 

The Project came into force 9 months late and was closed 64 months behind the original closing date. The Bank disbursed 
UA 18,478,268.03 out of the total UA 20,780,000 of the ADF loan, corresponding to 88.92% and cancelled the balance of 
UA 2,301,731.97. The Government disbursed from its internal resources, FRW 1,417,393,803, or 148.14% out of the FRW 
956,768,000 previewed at assessment. At Project closing, the infrastructure component had not been completed; seven (7) 
works sites are still underway. Also, seven tested and functional apparatuses remain to be installed in the premises 
appropriated by KIST after slight modifications thereto. Under the guarantee still in force, the supplier is ready to complete 
the installation. The measures taken by the Bank in concert with the Government (change of management staff, 
reorganization of the monitoring of works sites) made it possible to achieve significant progress in implementation as from 
2007. However, financial management suffered from the accountant’s instability (4 accountants served during the period of 
the project). 
 
The performance of construction firms and suppliers was satisfactory overall. On the contractors’ side, there was a lack of 
technical know-how by field superintendents, qualified staff and a shortage of equipment and materials. Implementation 
deadlines were not respected overall.  
The performance of consultants, for their part, was satisfactory.  
 
Performance of Bank Supervision: The Bank carried out 21 supervision missions or an average of one and a half mission 
per year. The Bank’s intervention especially via its missions characterized project implementation. Problems were solved in 
a concerted manner and within very short deadlines.  
 
Borrower Performance. The initial delay affected Project implementation for the project staff was not stable. However, in 
the face of difficulties encountered, the Borrower held consultations with the Bank and measures were jointly adopted and 
implemented, which made it possible to speed up implementation as from 2007. 

2. Comment on the role of other partners (donors, NGOs, contractors, etc.). Assess the effectiveness of co-financing 
arrangements and of donor coordination, if applicable. 

There was good coordination with the operations of other development partners, especially during the implementation of 
the Education Sector Strategic Plan (ESSP). With regard to infrastructure (construction and equipment of primary schools, 
DPDs) and the procurement of textbooks, the Project took into consideration the activities of other partners to carry out 
complementary actions and to avoid duplication. 
 

3. Harmonization.  State whether the Bank made explicit efforts to harmonize instruments, systems and/or 
approaches with other partner. 

 As stated above, the Bank made efforts to coordinate its operations with those of the other technical and financial partners 
of Rwanda. This experience culminated in the establishment of a sectoral budget support in which the Bank participates via 
a new operation. 
4. For each dimension of programme implementation, assess the extent to which the following objectives were achieved. Provide 
a brief description (up to two sentences) and insert a working score using the scoring scale provided in Appendix 1. 
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PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION DIMENSIONS ASSESSMENT Working 
Score 

Difference in months 
between original 
closing date and actual 
closing date or the date 
of achievement of 98% 
of disbursement  TIMELINESS 

a) Extent of programme adherence 
to original closing date. If the 
number on the right is: 
below 12, 4 is scored 
between 12.1 and 24, 3 is scored 
between 24.1 and 36, 2 is scored 
above 36.1, 1 is scored 

64 

The Project experienced 
significant delays at start-up 
and had difficulties in its 
implementation. The latest 
date of the last disbursement 
was extended three times 
(total duration of 40 months) 

1 

b) Bank complied with: 

Environmental Protection Measures 

Environmental Category III Project. Provisions were 
made in the TDs for constructions and were taken into 
account. All schools constructed have latrines and 
water reserves. The construction of the block of 
laboratories of the KIST meet environmental norms 

4 

Fiduciary Arrangements 

Fiduciary arrangements were respected overall. 
However, the mobility of staff essential for accounts 
management affected the financial management. Since 
2001, audit reports were submitted regularly. The 
reports for 2008 and the final report will be transmitted 
to the Bank before end-October 2009. 

3 

Agreements concluded under the 
Project 

There were considerable delays for signature and entry 
into force 

2 

c) Bank supervision was 
satisfactory in terms of skills mix 
and the practicaility of solutions. 

Bank supervision was satisfactory and made it possible 
to settle important issue such as difficulties linked to 
the construction works of the KIST labs. Similarly, 
measures taken in 2007 on the recommendation of 
supervision missions (change of management staff, new 
mechanism for supervising works on the field) made it 
possible to speed up project implementation. 

4 

BANK 
PERFORMANCE 

d) Bank oversight of Project 
management was satisfactory. 

The supervision rate is 1.5 per year since the effective 
start-up of the project. 

3 

e) Borrower complied with: 

Environmental Protection Measures 

 Environmental Category III project. Provisions were 
made in TDs for the constructions. All these provisions 
were respected by the Borrower. 4 

Fiduciary Arrangements 

Government counterpart was paid regularly and even 
exceeded the amount expected. Audit reports were 
published. 4 

BORROWER 
PERFORMANCE  

Agreements concluded under the 
Project 

There were considerable delays for signature and entry 
into force. 2 
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f) Borrower was responsive to Bank 
supervision findings and 
recommendations. 

The country always carried out the recommendations of 
supervision missions on a timely basis 

3 

g) Borrower collected and used 
monitoring information for 
decision-making. 

Lessons learnt from the Project (construction of 
primary schools for example) were taken on board by 
the Ministry in the selection of classroom and furniture 
models. 

3 

 
 

PROJECT COMPLETION REPORT (PCR) 
G.  COMPLETION 

1. Was the PCR delivered on a timely basis, in compliance with Bank policy?  
Date on which 98% of disbursement was 
achieved (or closing date, if applicable) 

Date PCR was sent to 
pcr@afdb.org 

Difference in 
months  

WORKING SCORE  
(auto-generated) 

If the difference if 6 months or less, a 4 is 
scored. If the difference is above 6 months, a 1 

is scored.  
 

30/04/2009  7 1 
Briefly describe the PCR Process. Describe the Borrower's and co-financers' involvement in producing the document. Highlight 
any major differences of opinion in the assessments presented in this PCR. Describe the team composition and confirm whether a 
comprehensive site visit was undertaken. Mention any major collaboration from other development partners. State the extent of 
field office involvement in producing the report. Indicate whether comments from the Peer Reviewers were received on time 
(provide names and positions of Peer Reviewers).  
 
[150 words maximum]. 
 
A first draft of the PCR was prepared at the Project Implementation Unit in March 2009 and was the subject of discussions 
with the Bank’s responsible officer. The improved draft was submitted to the project completion report mission composed of 
an education specialist and an architect who stayed in Rwanda from 22 to 31 July. Apart from field visits, there were also 
meetings with beneficiaries and with the officials of the Ministry of National Education, the Ministry of Finance and 
Economic Planning  (CEPEX/MINECOFIN), the RWFO technical team and the Project team.  
The different actors appreciated the project outcomes and recommended that arrangements be made to ensure the sustained 
achievement of outcomes. 
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PROJECT COMPLETION REPORT (PCR) 

H.   LESSONS LEARNED 
Summarize key lessons for the Bank and Borrower suggested by the programme’s outcomes.  
[300 words maximum. Any additional narrative about implementation should be included in Annex 6 entitled: Project 
Description] 
 
Despite the general delay in implementation, the project had significant outcomes which contributed to the outputs 
noted. Outputs obtained could have been more significant if special attention was paid to the following aspects: 
 

(i) The choice of construction sites of schools was one of the causes of delays in project implementation. 
The Government and Bank need to ensure that updated school maps are designed beforehand to enable a 
rapid and judicious choice of these sites;  

(ii) The launch of construction works was delayed because it was necessary not only to conduct studies on 
the execution of primary schools and prepare ad hoc bid files, but also to resort to the services of 
independent consultants to carry out topographic surveys and geo-technical studies. The Government and 
Bank must ensure that there are approved standard programmes and plans capable of being adapted to 
the chosen sites (including the findings of geo-technical studies, if needed). The use of the Projects 
Preparation Facility (PPF) made it possible for these preliminary activities to be conducted before project 
start-up;  

(iii) The existence of an updated official price list is useful in that it makes it possible to better control 
budgets and guide the process of choosing successful bidders (elimination of overpriced or abnormally 
low bids for example);  

(iv) The prior existence of equipment lists and specifications and a proper coordination of deliveries and the 
installation of equipment with construction works made it possible to reduce the duration of activities 
and improve the overall performance of the project;  

(v) An exhaustive assessment of project management capacities is necessary mostly in post-conflict or 
unstable situations in order to include in the implementation mechanisms measures for addressing all 
risks identified at this level; 

(vi) The motivation and stability of the project managerial team are important factors to be considered for 
good implementation performance; 

(vii) In cases where PIUs are composed of non permanent staff of Ministries, a greater involvement of the 
permanent staff of the Ministry in charge of the project is necessary to ensure continuity. 
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PROJECT COMPLETION REPORT (PCR) 

I.  RATINGS SUMMARY 
All working scores are auto-generated by the computer from the relevant section in the PCR   

CRITERIA SUB-CRITERIA Working 
Score 

Achievement of Outputs 
3 

Achievement of Outcomes 
3 

Timeliness 
1 

PROGRAMME 
OUTCOME 

OVERALL OUTCOME SCORE 
2 

Design and Readiness 

Project objectives are relevant to the country development priorities  4 

Project objectives could be achieved with the project inputs and in the expected time frame  3 

Project objectives are consistent with the Bank's country or regional strategy 4 

Project objectives are consistent with overall Bank priorities.  
4 

The logical framework presents a logical causal chain for achieving the project's development 
objectives.  4 
The logical framework expresses objectives and outputs in ways that are measurable and 
quantifiable  4 

The logical framework states the risks and key assumptions.  
3 

The complexity of the project is matched with country capacity and political commitment  
3 

Project design includes adequate risk analysis  
2 

Financial management, procurement, monitoring and/or other systems are based on those already 
used by the government and/or other partners.  

3 

Responsibilities for project implementation are clearly defined. 
4 

Documents required for implementation (documents on specifications, design, public contracts, 
etc.) are ready at the time of assessment.  2 

Monitoring indicators and monitoring plan are adopted. 
3 

The collection of baseline data is complete or ongoing.  
3 

PROJECT DESIGN AND READINESS SUB-SCORE  
3 

BANK 
PERFORMANCE 

Supervision : 
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Bank adhered to: 

Environmental Protection Measures 4 

Fiduciary Arrangements 3 

Agreements concluded under the project 2 

Bank provided satisfactory supervision in terms of skills mix and the practicality of solutions 4 

Bank provided satisfactory management oversight. 3 

PCR was delivered on a timely basis 1 

SUPERVISION SUB-SCORE 
3 

OVERALL BANK PERFORMANCE SCORE 
3 

Design and Readiness 

Responsibilities for project implementation are clearly defined 4 

Documents required for implementation (documents on specifications, design, procurement, etc.) 
are ready at the time of assessment 2 

Monitoring indicators and monitoring plan are approved; the collection of baseline date is 
complete or ongoing  3 

PROJECT DESIGN AND READINESS SCORE 
3 

Implementation  

Borrower adhered to: 

Environmental Protection Measures 4 

Fiduciary Arrangements 4 

Agreements concluded under the Project 2 

Borrower was responsive to Bank supervision findings and recommendations 3 

Borrower used monitoring information for decision-making  3 

IMPLEMENTATION SUB-SCORE 3 

BORROWER 
PERFORMANCE  

OVERALL BORROWER PERFORMANCE SCORE 3 
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PROJECT COMPLETION REPORT  (PCR) 
J.  PROCESSING 
 
STEP SIGNATURE AND COMMENTS DATE 
Sector Manager Clearance Boukary SAVADOGO 

Report cleared for submission to the country team. 
15 September 

2009 
Regional Director Clearance 
 

 27 September 
2009 

Sector Director Approval   
 



 

 

 
ANNEX 1 

PROJECT PRESENTATION AND DESCRIPTION  
 

The Project’s sectoral objective is to improve the quality of human resources. It has three specific 
objectives namely to: (i) Strengthen the institutional capacities of the central services of 
MINEDUC and regional education structures; (ii) Broaden access to primary education through 
the construction and equipment of classrooms and strengthen the quality of teaching thanks to 
teacher training and the provision of didactic equipment, and (iii) Put in place a structure for the 
initial and ongoing training of middle and senior technicians in industrial specialties. The project is 
composed of the following components: 
 
Component 1: Institutional Strengthening of MINEDUC.  
 
This component covers: the training of senior staff of MINEDUC (central and prefectoral services) 
in and out of the country and the supply of ancillary equipment (reproduction and communication 
materials) to ease the work of technical directorates such as planning, primary education and 
teacher training.   
 
Component 2: Strengthen the Capacity of Primary Education 
 
This component targets the construction and equipment of over 1,000 classrooms at the primary 
level most of whose former school sites are constructed with make-shift materials, the construction 
and equipment of 4 sub-divisional inspectorates and the preparation and implementation of an 
ongoing training programme (equipment of pedagogic training centres; training of trainers to 
ensure the pedagogic supervision of teachers in schools).  
 
Component 3: Strengthen Technical and Vocational Training in Rwanda  
 
This component previews a study helping to determine training benchmarks for higher technical 
and vocational training, the construction and equipment (provision of books, scientific and 
computer equipment) of a block of science and technology laboratories and classrooms in the 
Kigali Institute of Science and Technology (KIST), and support to the Institute to prepare and 
implement a training programme for technical school teachers. 
 
Component 4 : Project Management 

 
 
 



 

 

ANNEX 2 
 

PHYSICAL IMPLEMENTATION 
 
 

CONTEXT OF PROJECT DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION 
 
The project was designed in early 1998 in a period of national reconstruction following the 1994 
genocide. Thus, in the interval between its approval (December 1998), actual launch of activities 
(2001-2002), the mid-term review (April 2004), and the end of activities in April 2009, many 
changes had occurred in the national context which affected its implementation. These changes 
include: (i) The inflation of the prices of building materials; (ii) The prohibition on environmental 
grounds, to fell trees used as firewood for the manufacture of baked earthen bricks and as dressed 
timber for wood framework, which necessitated the adoption of two new technologies (cement 
bricks and steel frameworks) to which construction firms have had to adapt; (iii) The adoption of a 
national training of trainers policy which prioritizes initial training and empowers the Kigali 
Institute of Education (KIE) as the sole institution for its implementation; (iv) The adoption of a 
new school textbook policy; (v) The decentralization of public administration with a drastic down-
sizing of staff at the central level for the benefit of districts; (vi) Government’s decision to 
withdraw all vehicles procured for projects etc. In addition, the project experienced instability in 
terms of its management staff (3 coordinators and 4 accountants during the duration of its 
implementation). It therefore became necessary to amend Condition 5.03 (ii) of the loan agreement 
which was no longer relevant. 
 
In this situation, it was necessary to make some adjustments during implementation (for example, 
reduce the number of primary schools). The general guidance, considering the completed or 
ongoing activities of projects funded by Government or development partners, was therefore that 
only relevant activities likely to be implemented on a timely basis were to be retained, ensuring 
that the achievement of project objectives is not jeopardized. 
 
 
ACTIVITIES TO BE FINALIZED 
 
These are two main activities, notably: 
 
(i) The 7 primary school construction sites that are 90% complete: The Ministry of National 

Education undertook to make necessary arrangements to complete these sites charged to the 
Government. 

 
(ii) The installation in the appropriated premises of 6 apparatuses procured for KIST. 

With the installation of sufficient power, the apparatuses were tested and are functional. 
However, their installation in the appropriated premises requires slight modifications to be 
undertaken by KIST. The supplier is ready at any time to complete the installation as part of 
the one-year guarantee stipulated in the contract. 

 



 

 

ANNEX 3 
.  
 

PROJECT IMPACT ON DEVELOPMENT 
 
• Achievement of Development Objectives  
 
Overall, the Project aims to: (i) increase the national coverage rate of primary education (improve 
access and reduce regional disparities) and (ii) increase the rate at which national fill technical 
positions. 
 
In primary education, primary schools were constructed in all regions, the bulk of them in 
disadvantaged regions. The number of school centres rose from 2,093 in 2000 to 2,432 in 2008. 
Thus, Project interventions and those of other development partners contributed to improve overall 
coverage in the country with a steady increase in enrolments from 1,431,692 (50% of girls) in 
2000 to 2,190,270 in 2008 (52% of girls)  
 
As far as the second objective is concerned, the project carried out a study on training needs and 
KIST’s role in that regard. The study made it possible to design a strategic plan for KIST and to 
better orientate training. The equipment and books furnished to KIST in Phase I made it possible 
to improve training quality. The block of modern laboratories is also a major contribution to 
training and research. Thus, since its inception, KIST has trained 3,550 technicians and engineers 
in scientific and technological fields, including 1,168 women. 
 
• Prospects 

 
Bank support via this Project helped to create better conditions both for achieving the goals of 
Education for All and the sector-related Millennium Development Goals and for putting in place 
Basic Education in 9 years. It also enable KIST (i) to better contribute to the implementation of the 
2020 Vision  objectives aimed at making the country a middle-income country and the science and 
technology policy and (ii) to position itself as a regional hub for scientific and technological 
training and research.  

 
 
 

 
 



 

 

 
ANNEX 4 

 
FINANCIAL IMPLEMENTATION  

 
The Bank disbursed UA 18,478,268.03 of the UA 20,780,000 of the ADF loan, or 88.92%. The 
amount to be cancelled is UA 2,301,731.97. Tables 1 and 2 below present respectively the project 
costs breakdown by expenditure category and by source of finance and the situation of ADF 
disbursements by expenditure category. 

 
With regard to the contra, the total amount expected was FRW 956,768,000 and the total disbursed 
1,417,393,803 (or 148.14%). 
 
Audit and Accounting Management 
 
Since 2001, audit reports are regularly prepared and submitted to the Bank. The Bank deemed the 
FY2007 report incomplete and asked that it should be revised. As the revised report also required 
corrections, it was decided to entrust this review to the consultancy firm being recruited for the 
FY2008 audit and final audit (closed off in April 2009). The reports will be submitted to the Bank 
before end-October 2009. 
 
It is worth noting that the accountant’s instability (4 accountants during project implementation) 
impacted negatively on the financial and accounting management of the project. The chartered 
accountant recruited on the recommendation of the audit performed by OAGL in July to help the 
accounting officer straighten out the Project accounts produced his reports which were examined 
by the Bank. In light of these reports, the Bank asked that the revised FY2007 report (as mentioned 
above) be corrected to certain balances. 
 
Outstanding Payments (contract balances) 
 

 
Outstanding payments concern: 
 
(i) The balance of supplier PHYWE’s contract (for apparatuses to be installed in the 

appropriated premises) 
(ii) The electricity supply contract (ELECTROGAZ) 
(iii) The balance for 7 uncompleted schools. (ERJB contract). 

 
 

Table 1 
FUNDING BREAKDOWN  

BY CATEGORY AT ASSESSMENT (IN UA) 
 

 
Categories ADF Gov’t Total 

Percentage 
Project Cost 

A Goods 4,860,000.00 490,000.00 5,350,000.00 23.16
B Works 13,820,000.00 1,400,000.00 15,220,000.00 65.89
C Services 1,680,000.00 130,000.00 1,810,000.00 7.84
D Operation 420,000.00 300,000.00 720,000.00 3.12
 Total 20,780,000.00 2,320,000.00 23,100,000.00 100.00%

 
 



 

 

 
 

Table 2 
ADF DISBURSEMENTS 

BY EXPENDITURE CATEGORY ON THE ADF LOAN (IN UA) 
 
 

Expenditure 
Category Amount

Amount 
Disbursed 

Percent 
Disbursed 

GOODS 4,860,000.00 23.39 413,7466.05 85.13 
WORKS 13,820,000.00 66.51 13,081,105.96 94.65 
SERVICES 1,680,000.00 8.08 913,700.48 54.39 
OPERATION 420,000.00 2.02 345,995.54 82.38 
Total 20,780,000.00 100.00 18,478,268.03 88.92 

 
 

 
 



 

 

ANNEX 5 
 

MISSIONS BY ADB EXPERTS 
 

 
No. Mission Date No. of 

Days 
No. of 
Pers. Composition 

1 Identification Mai 1997   General Identification 
2 Preparation/ 

Assessment 
8/05/98 
27/05/98 

   

3 Supervision 16/05/00 
30/05/00 

   

4 Supervision 30/09/00 
10/10/00 

   

5 Supervision 20/03/01 
30/03/01 

11 1 Education Expert   

6 Supervision 17/09/01 
29/09/01 

13 1 Education Expert   

7 Supervision 10/03/02 
23/03/02 

13 2 Education Expert and Architect 

8 Supervision 09/11/02 
21/11/02 

13 1 Education Expert   

9  Supervision 09/09/03 
23/09/03 

14 1 Expert Architect 

10 Supervision 10/11/03 
26/11/03 

16 1 Education Expert   

11 Mid-term Review 08/04/04 
24/04/04 

15 2 Education Expert and Architect 

12 Supervision 30/10/04 
15/11/04 

15 2 Education Expert and Architect 

13 Supervision 26/03/05 
05/04/05 

10 1 Education Expert  

14 Supervision 23/11/05 
03/12/05 

11 2 Education Expert and Architect 

15 Supervision 16/04/06 
27/04/06 

11 2 Education Expert and Architect 

16 Supervision  29/09/06 
13/10/06 

14 2 Education Expert and Architect 

17 Supervision 16/04/07 
30/04/07 

14 2 Education Expert and Architect 

18 Supervision 06/12/07 
19/12/07 

13 2 Education Expert and Architect 

19 Supervision 01/06/08 
12/06/08 

11 2 Education Expert and Architecte 

20 Supervision 27/10/08 
05/11/08 

9 2 Education Expert, Financial Analyst and Architect 

21 Supervision 23/02/09 
06/03/09 

11 2 Education Expert and Architect 

 
22 Supervision 17/06/09 

26/06/09 
10 1 Education Expert 

23 Completion Report 22/07/09 
31/07/09 

10 2 Education Expert and Architect 

 
 



 

 

ANNEX 6 

SCORE OF THE LAST SUPERVISION (March 2009) 
 

INDICATORS 
 

Score of 
March 2009 

A. PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION  
 

Compliance with loan conditions precedent to entry into force 1 
Compliance with General Conditions 1 
Compliance with Other Conditions 1 

B. PROCUREMENT PERFORMANCE  
Procurement of Consultancy Services 2 
Procurement of Goods and Works 2 

 
C. FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE 

 

Availability of Foreign Exchange 3 
Availability of Local Currency 2 
Disbursement Flows 2 
Cost Management 2 
Performance of Co-Financiers  

 
D. ACTIVITIES AND WORKS 

 

Adherence to implementation schedule 2 
Performance of Consultants or Technical Assistance 2 
Performance of Contractors 2 
Performance of Project Management 2 

E. IMPACT ON DEVELOPMENT  
Likelihood of achieving development Objectives 2 
Likelihood that benefits will be realized and sustained beyo 2 
Likely contribution of the project towards an increase in 2 
Current Rate of Return  

F. OVERALL PROJECT ASSESMENT  
 

 Current Supervision Average 1.88 
 Current Trend over time  1.89 

RATINGS:  3 = Highly Satisfactory, 2 = Satisfactory, 1 = Unsatisfactory, 0 = Highly Unsatisfactory, ‘  ‘ = Non applicable 

 
STATUS 

Implementation Progress (IP)   =      1.85 
Development Objectives (DO)    =    2.00 

 
OVERALL STATUS : NON PROBLEMATIC PROJECT / POTENTIALLY PROBLEMATIC 

PROJECT /   
 

.. 
 

 



 

 

  
ANNEX 7 

 
SOURCES OF INFORMATION 

 
 

 
No. Doc Title of Documents Sources 

1 Identification Report ADF 
2 Project Appraisal Report ADF 
3 Loan Agreement ADF 
4 Disbursement Table and Ledger PIU/ADF
5 Activities Reports PIU/ADF 
6 Audit Reports PIU/ADF 
7 Aide Memoires of Bank Missions PIU/ADF 
8 Mid-term Review Report ADF 
9 Reports of infrastructure construction site visits PIU 
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REPUBLIC OF RWANDA 
LIST OF CONTRACTS EXECUTED BY THE EDUCATION III PROJECT 

 
No. Subject of Contract Contract Suppliers Nationality Procurement 

Method 
  Amount Currency    
 GOODS      
1 Supply of computer, reproduction and communication equipment 27,161,739 FRW SECAM Belgian   

2 Supply of school furniture in the Umutara, Ruhengeri and 
Gisenyi Provinces (Batches 1A, 2A and 3A) 295,406,700 FRW MANUMETAL Rwandan AON 

3 
Supply of school furniture to the East (former Kibungo), Centre 
(former Kigaki Ville and Kigali Ngali) and North (former 
Byumba) provinces 

403,428,230 FRW EDIKO Rwandan AON 

4 Supply of school furniture to the South and West Provinces 
(Batch 1A) 49,542,948 FRW MUTARA Rwandan AON 

5 Supply of school furniture to the South and West Provinces 
(Batch 1B) 180,702,800 FRW MANUMETAL Rwandan AON 

6 Supply of school furniture to the South and West provinces 
(Batch 2A) 47,773,557 FRW MUTARA Rwandan AON 

7 Supply of school furniture to the South and West Provinces 
(Batch 2B) 181,100,700 FRW MANUMETAL Rwandan AON 

8 Procurement of French textbooks for primary 1 2 3 132,725.45 EUROS HACHETTE French AOI 

9 Procurement of English textbooks for primary 1 2 3 96,084.51 US $ MACMILLAN British AOI 

10 Procurement of English textbooks for primary 4 5 6 101,473.39 US $ MACMILLAN British AOI 

11 Supply of laboratory equipment and materials to KIST 25,912.46 US $ UNICEF UN 
Private 

negotiation 

12 Supply of laboratory equipment and materials to KIST 23,509.03 US $ UNICEF UN Private 
negotiation  

13 Supply of laboratory equipment and materials to KIST 16,701.93 US $ UNICEF UN Private 
negotiation  

14 Supply of laboratory equipment and materials to KIST 171,475.73 US $ UNICEF UN Private 
negotiation 

15 Supply of laboratory equipment and materials to KIST 74,567.58 US $ UNICEF UN Private 
n,egotiation 
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REPUBLIC OF RWANDA 

LIST OF CONTRACTS EXECUTED BY THE EDUCATION III PROJECT 
 

No. Subject of Contract Contract Suppliers Nationality Procurement 
Method 

  Amount Currency    
 GOODS      

16 Supply of laboratory equipment and materials to KIST 152,973.66 US $ UNICEF UN Private 
negotiation 

17 Supply of school textbooks and books to KIST 16,759.06 £ IKIREZI/CCGROUP
E  

 AOI 

18 Supply of school textbooks and books to KIST 73,744.79 £ MALLORY 
INTERNATIONAL 

British AOI 

19 Supply of books to KIST 164,815.00 US $ MALLORY 
INTERNATIONAL 

British AOI 

20 Supply of equipment  Phase I KIST 498,132.06 US $ UNICEF UN Private 
negotiation  

21 Laboratory equipment Batch 2: Physics 331,558.40  EUROS  Phywe Systems German AOI 
22 Laboratory equipment Batch 3: Chemistry 1,332,467.67  EUROS  Phywe Systems German AOI 
23 Laboratory equipment Batch 4: Biology 301,527.85  EUROS  Marvel French AOI 
24 Laboratory equipment Batch 1: Computer Science 203,966,250 FRWS  MFI Solutions Rwandan AOI 
25 Laboratory equipment Batch 5: Food Science 274,712.50 GBP Eagle Scientific British AOI 
26 Rolling stock 8,751,875.00 US $ UNDPO/IAPSO UN Private 

negotiation  
27 Supply of computer equipment for topography 13,668,170 FRW SECAM Rwandan AON 
 WORKS      

1 Construction of primary schools in Buhengeri, Rwamigega and 
Makoro (Batches 16 and 23) 

151,164,409 FRW ECOMEKI Rwandan AON 

2 Construction of primary schools at Nyagahangaza, Juru, Bisate, 
Kabwende and Bukinanyana (Batches 8, 10 and 21) 

177,087,769 FRW HYDROBAM Rwandan AON 

3 Construction of primary schools at Kagano, Musanze, Mutura, 
Mukingo and Gataraga (Batches 11, 12, 20) 

179,608,026 FRW ECOSEKAT Rwandan AON 

4 Construction of primary schools at Gashangiro II and Mbugangari 
(Batches 9 and 22) 

133,920,584 FRW ENBJ Rwandan AON 

5 Construction of primary schools at KABIRIZI, MUKAMA, 
BUPFUNDA and GISHORORO (Batches 5 and 6) 

121,790,662 FRW SINZA Rwandan AON 

6 Construction of primary schools at Muramba, Ryandinzi, Remera, 
Shashi, Rukomo, Murama and Cyirambo (Batches 13, 14, 15 and 
24) 

319,173,228 FRW ENBJ Rwandan AON 

7 Construction of primary schools at Gishya and Rubona (Batch 4) 73,105,964 FRW ERC Rwandan AON 
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REPUBLIC OF RWANDA 

LIST OF CONTRACTS EXECUTED BY THE EDUCATION III PROJECT 
No. Subject of Contract Contract Suppliers Nationality Mode 

d'acquisition 
  Amount Currency    
 WORKS      

8 Construction of primary schools at Rwikiniro, Nyabikiri, 
Rwimbogo, Nyamirama, Nyamiyaga, Musenyi) 

263,184,764 FRW SHAMUKIGA Rwandan AON 

9 Construction of the Provincial Directorates of Education of  
Butare and Umutara 

183,943,595 FRW EMA Rwandan AON 

10 Construction of the Provincial Directorates of Education of  
Kigali - Ngali (Kicukiro and Kabuga Ville) and Byumba 

230,293,604 FRW ECOHYBE Rwandan AON 

11 Construction of primary schools at Gatindoli and Cyamabuye 95,798,435 FRW ECOHYBE Rwandan AON 
12 Construction of primary schools at Bitenga and Gahondo 73,786,677 FRW ERC Rwandan AON 
13 Construction of primary schools at Muhero, Rugango, 

Nyankurazo, Gacuba, Kigina, Nyakarambi, Gasenyi, Kiyanzi, 
Murambi, Rugarama, Paysannat L, Mushongi  (Batch 4) 

759,703,992 FRW ABCD Rwandan AON 

14 Construction of primary schools at Rwikiniro, Nyakibiri, 
Rwimbogo, Nyamirama, Nyamiyaga, Museny (Batch 7) 

378,233,556 FRW ECOHYBE Rwandan AON 

15 Construction of primary schools at Nyamugali, Munyinya, 
Nyarubuye, Runanga, Kagera, Muti, Busoro, Mugina, Bugarura, 
Munondo, Bisika, Kigali, Rebero (Batch 3) 

846,420,159 FRW SEBULIKOKO Rwandan AON 

16 
Construction of primary schools at Murinja, Muhurire, 
Musinzira, Gashanda, Bare, Remera, Mushya, Munyaga, 
Nyagasambu, Nyamirama, Sangaza, Gatare (Batch 6) 

869,418,384 FRW HYGEBAT Rwandan AON 

17 Construction of primary schools at Kagina, Kamashashi, 
Batsinda, Muganza, Murambi, Remera Catholique (Batch 1) 361,316,090 FRW ECOSEKAT Rwandan AON 

18 
Construction of primary schools at Rurenge catholique, Nyinya, 
Kabare II, Rwinkwavu, Rusenyi, Kiburara, Gahima, Gahama, 
Kibaya, Mvumba (Batch 5) 

625,976,940 FRW HYDROBAM Rwandan AON 

19 
Construction of primary schools at Karisi, Kagasa, Shami, 
Maranyundo, Gishore, Rusasa, Gihande, Buheta, Nyundo (Batch 
2) 

639,479,349 FRW ERGECO Rwandan AON 

20 Construction of primary schools at Runayu and Muhanda 95,895,703 FRW ECOHYBE Rwandan AON 

21 
 Construction of primary schools at Nyagisozi, Nyaruzi, Mugano, 
Mbazi in the Ruhango District and at Matara, Munyinya, 
Katarara and Nyamure in the Nyanza District 

 597,798,289 FRW  HYGEBAT Rwandan AON 

22 
Construction of primary schools at Sinduka, Muse, Gatovu, 
Kigeme and Gahanga in Nyamagabe District and at Rugerero, 
Zirambi, Rishywa, Ruheru and Sekera in Nyaruguru district 

673,441,885 FRW ECOBAHYTP Rwandan AON 
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REPUBLIC OF RWANDA 
LIST OF CONTRACTS EXECUTED BY THE EDUCATION III PROJECT 

 
N° Subject of Contract Contract Suppliers Nationality Procurement 

Method 
  Amount Currency    
 WORKS      

23 
Construction of primary schools at Butare catholique, Mpungwe, 
Nkubi, Ngoma and Busheshi in Huye district and at Kagoma, 
Joma, Gafumba, Nyaruguru II, Muduha in Gisagara district 

715,150,139 FRW EMUGECO Rwandan AON 

24 
Construction of primary schools at Gihaya, Shagasha, Motongo, 
Muhari, Nyaruteja, Gasumo, Giti, Hangabashi and Kibangira in 
Rusizi district 

670,065,601 FRW ENJB Rwandan AON 

25 
Construction of primary schools at Mbuga, Muko, Muramba, 
Nyantomvu, Bweyeye I  in Rusizi district and at Gitambi, 
Nyanza, Rurama and Kamonyi in Nyamasheke distrct 

778,146,442 FRW EDIKO Rwandan AON 

26 
Construction of primary schools at Cyavumu, Gitaba, Ngoma, 
Ruheru A., Kamatsira, Gahisi, Ruhisi, Kanjongo and Ruhengeri 
in Nyamasheke district 

418,397,293 FRW ERJB Rwandan AON 

27 Construction works of laboratories and rooms at the KIST 2,740,833,156 FRW CCECC Chinese AOI 
28 Electrical connections 66,247,050 FRW ELECTROGAZ Rwandan Private negotiation 

 SERVICES      

1 Study of Technical and Vocational Training Needs for Rwanda's 
reconstruction and role of KIST 142,050.00 US $ 

EDUCATIONA
L 
CONSULTANT
S INDIA 
LIMITED 

Indian Shortlist  

2 
Architecture studies and supervision of construction works of 
workshops and laboratories at KIST, including the additional 
clause 

77,962,000 FRW CADPLAN Kenyan Shortlist  

3 Training of technical school teachers 211,399.00 US $ KIST Rwandan Private negotiation 
4 Technical Assistance to PIU 302,346.00 US $ UNESCO UN Shortlist  
5 Technical Assistance to PIU 259,752.00 US $ UNESCO UN Shortlist  
6 Audit of FY2007 and 2008 project accounts 12,100,000 FRW TM 

AUDITORS Rwandan Shortlist  

7 Audit of FY2005 and 2006 project accounts 9,980,000 FRW AC TEAM Rwandan Shortlist  

8 Design of manual of procedures and Audit of FY2001 and 2002 
project accounts 40,100.00 US $ ERNEST AND 

YOUNG  Rwandan 
Shortlist  

9 Audit of FY2003 and 2004 project accounts 6,520,000 FRW RUMA CPA Rwandan Shortlist 
 



 

 

            APPENDIX 1
 

Scale for Working Scores and Ratings 
 
SCORE EXPLANATION 

4 Very Good – Fully achieved with no shortcomings 

3 Good – Mostly achieved despite a few shortcomings 

2 Fair – Partially achieved. Shortcomings and achievements are roughly balanced 

1 Poor -  Very limited achievement with extensive shortcomings 

NA Non Applicable 

Note: The formulas rounded up or down for decimal points. Only entire numbers are computed. 
 

LIST OF ANNEXES 
 
 
Compulsory Information  

1. Project Costs and Funding 
a.  Project costs by component 
b.  Resources by source of finance 
2.  Bank’s contributions. Cite key team members and their positions during project preparation and supervision. 
Provide a consolidated list of preparation, supervision and completion missions in chronological order. State the 
date and score of the last supervision report. 
3.  Economic Analysis (ERR) and financial analysis, if applicable.  Recalculate the economic rate of return based on 
costs and benefits at completion and compare to estimates at assessment. Break down by component, if applicable. 
Analyze ERR responsiveness to key assumptions. Provide the financial analysis of project beneficiary entities.  
4. Last Procurement Plan 

5.  List of Supporting Documents 

Optional Information 
6.  Project Description. The main factors not taken into account in the overall scale but having affected project 
design and implementation. These factors, positive and negative, could comprise: the climate and weather conditions, 
policy changes, contractual or personal issues, technical questions, the procurement process and interactions with 
other partners. If any of these factors is sufficiently significant to affect the scoring scale, please mention this in the 
scale, with reference to this Annex.  

 
 
 
  
 


